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Precedents

Kudhva by New British Design uses 3D 
modelling paired with CNC digital 
fabrication wto produce uniquely shaped 
architecture meant to be used as simple 
cabins. These structures are advertised 
as luxurious retreats for those wishing to 
reconnect with the more simple life, similar 
to camping/cabin rental. The cabin 
sfeature insulation, beautiful interior 
spaces with wood burning stoves, as well 
as sleeping quarters and lounge space.  
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Parking Lot Liveables aims to return unused vehicle-centred spaces 
to the human being. These site opportunities are throughout 
the Downtown, and as the world shifts towards more green 
alternatives, these spaces will be found all over the world. Chronic 
homelessness requires longer-term transitional shelter. Our project 
aims to not only shelter the user, but also provide pride of place 
through identity, privacy, and and passive strategies to support 
the user through their transition. The Parking Lot Leftover we have 
analyzed is located in the heart of Downtown Sudbury, near the 
necessary support services required by the targeted user. 
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Exploded Axo

bump outs create designed spaces that 
support the user

site extrusion analyzed for solar gain

extrude all three designed base curves for 
material thickness

extrude base curve #2 to provide entryway + 
desk nook + winter PV surface

extrude base curve #3 to provide solar mediated 
south facing wall, lounging nook + window

south wall designed to reduce summer sun 
angle, reduction in solar gain

roof optimized for summer photovoltaics, south 
bump-out optimized for winter solar collection

focused fenestration provides access to solar 
gain, views, natural light, privacy
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Parametric Solar Design using DIVA

Combining DIVA + Intentions into Parametric Definition
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